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A unique Beetle – ABT Individual presents one-of-a-kind vehicle 
 
With 350,000 species, beetles are the worldwide largest order of insects. ABT Sportsline from 
Germany also ensures almost unlimited variety when it comes to the automotive counterpart 
– the Volkswagen Beetle. And not only there: on request, the dedicated ABT Individual 
department can turn any car from the Volkswagen and Audi Group into a “solitaire”. “We can 
offer anyone who is looking for a unique car away from the mainstream a one-of-a-kind solution 
that cannot be provided with tuning from a catalog,” explains CEO Hans-Jürgen Abt. It is not 
just about differentiation, but also about implementing personal color and material preferences 
which were not intended by the original car designers. After all, it is unavoidable to limit the 
range for standard products at a certain point. “A car from ABT Individual is obvious at first 
glance – or not,” Abt continues: “Some customers want cars where everyone immediately 
reaches for their smartphone camera when they see it. Others again enjoy details that nobody 
else will notice. Our customers have very different characters, which makes this type of project 
so interesting.”  
 
One of the latest projects – a VW Beetle convertible – was designed and rebuilt for the 
managing director of a medium-size company. The car has a full film wrap in a subdued shade 
of bronze and is elegantly understated. The different nature becomes obvious primarily in the 
“undertones”, such as brand logos painted black. Another distinctive detail are the 19” wheels 
of type ABT ER-C which ABT Individual specially painted in a silver-bullet shade. As a 
standard, the attractive wheel for the Beetle is supplied only in gun-metal or matt black. Thanks 
to the open design, the 6-piston brake calipers and the 370 x 35 mm brake discs of the  
ABT sport brake system are well visible on the front axle. The ABT Power boost provides 
an impressive 290 HP (213 kW) where the production model only has 220 HP (162 kW). At 
the same time, the maximum torque increased to 430 Nm – 80 Nm more than the series engine 
can provide. 
 
But the true highlights of the conversion only become evident when sitting in the car or when 
the top is down: the extensive saddler’s craft work in the interior. Where the original is 
dominated by dark plastic, this model is a dream in leather and carbon. ABT used elegant 
leather to cover the dashboard, its substructure, the console for the auxiliary instruments and 
the door center parts including the arm rests from front to rear. Finest leather also adorns the 
door handles, the inside of the roof pillars, the sun blinds and entrance areas as well as the 
column, wheel and airbag of the steering wheel assembly. To satisfy the sporty character of 
this unique beetle, the ABT Individual team also covered all black plastic panels on the interior 
with real carbon. Overall, all conversions are of the highest grade. Only the suspension is “low” 
– thanks to carefully set up ABT suspension springs. The leading tuner for Volkswagen and 
Audi shows that, despite the size of the company, detail work can be very individual. 
 
Pictures/Text also at: https://www.abt-sportsline.de/en/media/press-releases/ 
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